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My wife Lori recently lost 45 pounds through a diet program which lead to healthier eating habits
and by taking on an exercise program. Starting out, she worked on cardio with Jenny McCarthy’s
Your Shape for Wii. The exercises were a win-win for everybody. Lori got a challenging fitness
routine and I got to watch cartoon avatar Jenny onscreen and mutter intelligible phrases like “pha.”
More important than the exercise program was the diet, not only because Lori stuck to it and lost the
weight, but because it made me a better, smarter cook in the process.

Lori’s program started out with 40 days of low calorie intake and a limited group of foods to chose
from. Looking at the list of what she could eat versus those which were forbidden, I knew that I’d
have to be extremely creative. For me, cooking has always been about indulging the soul more than
just sustaining the body. I pride myself on being able to look in the pantry and see all of my options
the way a versatile quarterback scans the field of play. Soup has never been soup for me, unless it
has body and aroma and calls me over to the pot in a disturbingly seductive way. I’ve always thought
that one’s favorite type of cheese speaks volumes about that person’s thinking (but if you bring me
some chocolate cheese from Marge’s Brat Stop, I’ll love you forever). Needless to say, cooking for
Lori became difficult, but ultimately rewarding.

So it was that I began to try to ramp up seasoning and use more fresh, whole foods. The shift took
me away from the beloved cream sauces and caramelized fats. I’ve learned to make due with less
ingredients and managed to succeed in many ways. For instance, tonight’s menu was so deadly
simple I feel as though it’s an insult to your intelligence to even mention. I took chicken breasts that
had been stored in a zipper bag and sprinkled seasoning into the bags with them (try Montreal
steak or chicken seasoning), closed the bag tight and shook the living daylights out of it. The grill
was already fired up and within less than 15 minutes we had a meal. Here are some other recipes
we came up to survive during the 40 days of the program:

Fennel Apple Tuna Salad:

1 can water packed tuna*

1 granny smith apple

1/4 cup fennel fronds

1/8 cup chopped celery

In adequately sized bowl, chunk up tuna* Dice apple and fennel (the wispy tops chopped fine) and
celery and toss with tuna w/a fork. *For a change use equal amount of chopped crab meat, or brine
shrimp.

Mel’s Taco Love Seasoning:

1 bottle of “Jane’s Crazy Mixed Up”

pepper mix

1 three oz. bottle good chile powder

(ancho, chipoltle, etc,.)

1 three oz. bottle ground cumin
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1 three oz. bottle red pepper flakes

powdered jabenero or cayenne to

taste

1-2 t. powdered garlic

Use coffee/spice grinder to pestle all ingredients. This is a recipe I came up with for low sodium
persons not tolerant of packaged taco seasoning. Add salt to your heart’s content. One key is to find
chili powder without sugar. This will keep in a sealed container in the pantry for a month.

Wasabi Mustard Sauce:

5 oz. Dijon Mustard

1-2 tsp. wasabi paste (not powder)

Rice Wine Vinegar

Whisk mustard and wasabi in small bowl. Thin with rice vinagar if desired. Use with chicken or fish.
Cut wasabi down as needed.

Baked Steaks:

1 lb. strip sirloin package

Fresh pepper melange

Course Salt

Heat Saute pan to medium heat on stove. pre-heat oven to 350 degrees. On cutting board, remove
sirloin strips from packaging and cut each in half, lengthwise down the center silverskin (grissle)
strip. Rub each piece with pepper and salt all over and place in hot skillet. Turn over after less than
two minutes and brown opposite side. Place entire saute pan in oven. Depending on level of
temperature/doneness you desire, leave in oven for varying time. Usually less than five minutes
produces a nice, pink centered medium.
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